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Text B  
Pakistan Man: A stint with the [extra] ordinary By Jahanzaib Haque (Published: November 
17, 2013) 
 
the latest comic superhero to emerge as part of a growing trend of comics spilling over from 
the virtual world into print. Dubbed Pakistan’s first superhero, a claim some in the local 
community of amateur illustrators would dispute, Pakistan Man is the brainchild of 
24-year-old Hassan Siddiqui. The comic is the logical culmination of a childhood passion for 
drawing cartoons. The road to Pakistan Man, however, was paved on Facebook. 
 
 While most of Siddiqui’s cartoons were simple one-liners or two to three panel affairs on 
local politics and culture, the young illustrator and writer decided to work on a larger creative 
project around a local superhero, an idea he had first conceived in college. 
 
 The first issue of the comic is a fairly simple origin story* though its message is somewhat 
convoluted, something that perhaps unintentionally reflects the real issue of existing 
conflicting narratives about Pakistan and national identity. 
 
 The son of poor parents, Pakistan Man assumes his heroic avatar after a chance encounter 
with Sultan Rahi, who later becomes his mentor. After five years of rigorous training and 
armed with a superhero costume and the ability to fly, he is ready to save Pakistan as 
instructed by Sultan Rahi. 
 
 The drawings are basic, the inking is digital and the plot is predictable, but this is perhaps 
necessary for an origin story. “Pakistan Man is meant to represent the Pakistani people, 
showing how anyone can become a superhero,” Siddiqui explains. 
 
 The young creator points out that one of the biggest challenges to drawing comics in 
Pakistan is trying to tackle issues without offending people. The lack of knowledge about 
comic books as an alternate form of creative expression does not help the situation either. 
Fortunately, the challenge of finding a publisher for the comic was bypassed by going down 
the self-publishing route. 
 
 [ – X – ] Pakistan Man sees a second or third issue, or ends 16 pages long, depends on 
how the current version fares with the audience. [ – 13 – ], while the dedication to publishing 
comics in the face of multiple hurdles is impressive, at the end of the day, Pakistan Man 
offers [ – 14 – ] that is not amateur or already seen before. The plot is [ – 15 – ], while the 
writing and jokes are childish and [ – 16 – ] to appeal to anyone over the age of 15. If our 
man with the cloak does return, he’ll [ – 17 – ] work on his one-liners more than his punches. 
Adapted from Jahanzaib Haque, The Express Tribune (2013)  
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